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TCP congestion control mechanisms do not respond quickly
enough to network environment changes on channels with large
RTT. This problem is especially actual for short-lived connections,
which duration comparable to the slow start duration.

The SplitTCP approach suggests splitting the connection into
several consecutive ones with smaller RTTs. To implement such
approach, a connection should be passed through one or more
proxy servers. This solution allows to quickly retransmit lost
packets and adjust the size of the congestion window.

However, this solution allocates additional resources (like
open file descriptors, CPU time for flow control and congestion
control for each connection). Thus, this paper is focused on the
task to implement a lightweight proxying method which does not
require establishing intermediate connections between proxy
servers.

It may be undesirable to make kernel modifications on the
proxy server (e.g. due to security policy restrictions) or even
impossible (e.g. when using cloud-based solutions with container
virtualization). Therefore, it is proposed to investigate the
feasibility of implementing lightweight TCP connections proxying
in the user space.

Introduction

Protocol selection for inter-proxy communication

Despite the fact that Split TCP technology allows to accelerate
data transfer compared to the standard TCP protocol, the
connection establishment time is significantly increased,
because 3-handshake is performed consecutively between each
neighboring pair of proxies. The ESF approach allows to solve
this problem by establishing connections between neighboring
servers immediately after receiving the first SYN packet.
However, this solution requires modification of the OS kernel. In
addition, both the Split TCP approach and its optimization with
ESF have above-said scaling problem, since each new connection
requires the establishment of several additional ones between
proxies. It is possible to solve this problem by using a reliable
modification of the UDP protocol, without connection
establishment, but it's difficult to implement congestion control
in such solution.

Thus, we propose to use UDT protocol to transmit data
between proxies, which establishes connection and provides all
TCP facilities.

Moreover, UDT utilizes available bandwidth better than the
classic TCP protocol and reduces the number of ACK packets
transmitted over the network.Due to the fact that the UDT
protocol is implemented in user space, it provides a number of
features such as creating its own congestion control algorithm.
Since proxy servers can be located on the boundaries of network
segments with different characteristics, this feature is often in
demand.

The proposed method

The proposed method consists of 3 parts:
1. TCP-to-UDT proxy: intercepts TCP connections received

from the client and transmits data to UDT-to-UDT or UDT-to-TCP
proxy, depending on the number of proxy servers.

2. UDT-to-UDT proxy: receives UDT packets and passes them
to the next proxy in the chain, can be used to reduce RTT
between proxy servers

3. UDT-to-TCP proxy: receives UDT packets, transforms it to
TCP and transmits data to the server.

To prevent the creation of additional connections between
proxies, the following approach is used.

At the start, each proxy server establishes a specified number
of connections to neighboring proxy servers, these are the
"tunnels" through which data will be sent.

When the TCP-to-UDT proxy receives a new client connection,
it assigns the unique ID to it and stores the original IP source
address and port. After that, proxy application creates the queue
to store data received from server. Then two threads are created:
the first one receives client TCP packets, adds headers with the
connection ID and original source IP and port and passes the
UDT data to the chosen tunnel, the second one receives UDT
data from tunnel (through the queue created earlier), drops the
additional headers, identifying the connections by ID, and
transmits TCP packet to client.

UDT-to-UDT proxy is the basic implementation of Split TCP
approach, that uses UDT sockets.

UDT-to-TCP proxy is built similar to TCP-to-UDT one, but with
backward logic.

Experimental study

Most experiments were made for topology shown below.
The testbed was built with the help of Linux network

virtualization tools, like network namespaces, veth, TC,
netem, TBF.
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Different cases were considered, setting different values of
throughput !, delay " and percentage of packet loss on each
line #.

To make the conclusion there were considered 3 main
cases, with different file sizes for each case:
1. $%% = 100)*, +,-** = 0%, / = 10001/*, 34,5678* = 1
2. $%% = 100)*, +,-** = 5%, / = 10001/*, 34,5678* ≥ 1
3. $%% = 100)*, +,-** = 0%, / = 10001/*, 34,5678* > 1

All experiments showed some advantage of proposed
method in comparison with non-proxying and Split TCP
approaches.

The result of the first experiment shown below.

Conclusion

Experiments showed that the proposed method works
better than non-proxy and split TCP approaches for transfer
size up to 5 MB, but degrades with increasing numbers of
client threads per tunnel. The profit is seen up to 4 threads
per tunnel in comparison with Split TCP approach.

Besides, this method allows to reduce channel utilization,
by sending fewer acknowledgments, than TCP. Assuming
proxy servers located on boundaries of different networks
segments, user can achieve better performance by managing
(or use its own) congestion control algorithms, without
modifying the kernel space.
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